Marriages

January
1. Thomas E. Kirkwood and Betty Garrett of this Parish
2. Robert Comyns and Jane Meek of this Parish
3. John Johnson and Alice Burdick of this Parish
4. Jane Burdick and Hannah Kilman of this Parish
5. Thomas Martin and Alice Robins of this Parish
6. Thomas Bottom and Martha Cott of this Parish
7. Eunice Chisholm and Jane Jane of this Parish
8. Thomas Rimmer and Elizabeth Leach of this Parish
9. Peter Morris and Ellen Caswell of this Parish
10. Frances Rowe and Martha Treadwell of this Parish
11. Thomas Longhord and Martha Miller of this Parish
12. William Jones and Hannah Boucher of this Parish
13. Cornelius Tran and Hannah Bromell of this Parish
14. Ann Batty and Ann Bow of this Parish
15. Henry Edson and Ann Andelsen of this Parish
16. John S. and Catherine Hunt of this Parish
17. Lawrence Just and Mary Abbot of this Parish
18. John Nelson and Sarah Connor of this Parish
19. Harrison Hudson and Mary Ann Hals of this Parish
20. Thomas Barnes and Dorothy Benes of this Parish
21. Jane Norman and Ann Hayes of this Parish
22. Elizabeth Johnson of this Parish and Mary Thompson of this Parish
23. George Kardash and Elizabeth Reamer of this Parish
24. Thomas Underhill and Elizabeth Rimmer of this Parish
25. Joseph Seager and Sarah Jackson of this Parish
26. Richard Lives and Jane Travers of this Parish
27. Thomas Latchford and Ellen Jones of this Parish
28. Thomas Wood and Ellen Travers of this Parish
29. William Cuthbert and Frances Deez of this Parish
30. James Crumming of this Parish and Ann Thornton of Prescot in the County of Lancast.
31. Jonathan Hyde and Mary Blackwell of this Parish
32. James Harrison and Elizabeth Harrison of this Parish
33. John Hamilton and Ann Lafram of this Parish
34. William Lee and Mary Richard of this Parish
35. Thomas Mercer and Sarah Courtley of this Parish
36. Moses Clapham and Margaret Chorley of this Parish
37. James Taylor and Mary Lawrence of this Parish
38. James Corndale and Mary Davenport of this Parish
39. John Ray and Letitia Taylor of this Parish
40. Samuel Carson and Mary Emkinson of this Parish
41. William Harvey and Elizabeth Bray of this Parish
42. Stephen Harrison and Ellen Deddert of this Parish
43. John Hand and Ann Hatfield of this Parish
44. James Bennett and Ellen Aircraft of this Parish
45. John Hall and Frances Bouchbury of this Parish
46. James Tatham and Hannah Fletcher of this Parish
47. Thomas Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
48. John Wilson and Sarah Hunter of this Parish
49. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
50. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
51. James Heath and Hannah Fletcher of this Parish
52. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
53. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
54. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
55. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
56. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
57. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
58. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
59. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
60. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish
61. John Smith and Mary Alden of this Parish